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This paper deals with anomaly detection from collected flight data for a Boeing 757-200
currently in use by Icelandair. Previous work on anomaly detection using generated data
has been shown to give good results using multiple linear regression models. Using a similar
approach the paper addresses how the amount of data effects the models ability to detect
anomalies. Simple regression approach is compared to a quadratic one and practical use of
maintenance data in this context is explored. Finally different model variations are investigated
to attempt further root cause analysis of faults.

I. Nomenclature

N = Total number of flights in set
Ti = Total sample number for flight nr. i
x = Input variables
y = Output variables
ϕ = Regressor
A = Constructed model
W = Empirical Residual covariance matrix
P = Prediction power of model A

II. Introduction

The cost of a grounded aircraft due to unplanned maintenance can be very high. Therefore applying the right
preventive maintenance or the ability to be able to identify faults in parts as soon as they appear can result in lowered

maintenance cost, lowered operating cost and decrease the probability of unplanned maintenance or a grounded aircraft.
When a Boeing 757-200 is flying at cruise altitude any anomalies in the flight control surfaces from normal operating
conditions can result in an increase in the drag causing higher fuel consumption and it may also increase the load
subjected on parts thus shortening their lifespan. These types of faults are not always easily detected as they occur but
can still have a significant impact for an aircraft operator with a large fleet of aircraft. Even if the performance of the
aircraft is noticed to be worse than it should be it can be difficult to find the cause of the problem.

The objective is thus to create a model using mass amount of flight data provided by Icelandair to identify anomalies
in flight from normal operating conditions. The obvious choice was to investigate the B757-200 because of the amount
of data that has been collected on the type by Icelandair over many years. After looking through flight data for different
aircraft of the same type a decision was made to limit the analysis to one specific aircraft in the fleet used for passenger
flight over a span of 14 months. This a mainly because of inconsistency in the flight data collected due to differences in
the sampling rate and the equipment of each aircraft. The total number of flights in the dataset were 1077 flights, each
with 48 columns of data containing different variables collected during the flight. The total size of the data in a comma
separated format was around 23GB. For very large datasets there are scalable and distributable solutions[1] to solve the
regression fit problem but these types of solutions were not needed in our case.

Icelandair did also provide a dataset for the maintenance on the aircraft during the period of investigation along with
cruise data information that will be used in the analysis.
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III. Previous work and methodology
The methodology used for constructing the model is based on a research paper that proposed a method of detecting

anomalies from aircraft cruise flight data[2]. The formulation used for this paper is similar to the method proposed in
the paper except in our case we are working with a different sampling rate in the dataset and our dataset does not include
the control surface deflections thus limiting the extent of which the method can be used for. However there should be
enough data and enough variables in the provided dataset to be able to implement a similar model that can tell if an
aircraft performance in cruise deviates from the norm although the model will not be able to pinpoint out a specific
control surface that is likely causing the problem. There are also additional variables in the provided dataset that were
not included in the analysis performed in previous research paper which can possibly increase the model accuracy or
could be used to make other types of models but with similar methodology.

Another important difference that should be mentioned is that the data used in the research paper for the simulations
is a dataset that was generated with NASA’s FLTz flight simulator[3] which simplifies the first part of finding the model
A since the training data set has been generated specifically for that purpose.

The data used for the model can be split into input data xt,i and output data yt,i and the dataset can be represented as:{
{xt, yt }Tit=1

}N
i=1
, (1)

where N is the total number of flights in the set and Ti is the amount of samples collected for each variable in flight Ni .
Now let’s describe the method and formulation based on the presentation by Chu, Gorinevsky and Boyd[2].

y = F(x) + e, (2)

This model is to work as an approximate model that takes in a vector x of input values that describe the flight conditions
and y are the corresponding output values. F represents a nonlinear mapping and it is the model we are searching for
with e representing noise or data turbulence. The mapping F is next replaced with a multiple linear regressor[4] and
equation 2 becomes

y = Aϕ(x) + ε, (3)

The noise has now been combined with the regressor fit error into ε and A is now the model we’re searching for. The
regressor ϕ can either be defined as a simple regressor or as a quadratic regressor.

ϕsimple(xi,t ) =
[
x
1

]
i,t

=



x1

x2
...

xn
1

 i,t
, ϕquadratic(xi,t ) =


{xmxn}m≤n

x
1

 i,t (4)

The problem of solving model A becomes a problem of minimizing the residuals

ri,t = yi,t − Aϕi,t (5)

using least squares approach for mass amounts of data.

minimize
N∑ Ti∑
i=1 t=1

‖ri,t ‖2 + λ‖A‖2F, (6)

In this case | |A| |F is the Frobenius norm[5] for the matrix A. Differentiation with respect to matrix A finally gives(
λI +

N∑ Ti∑
i=1 t=1

(ϕi,tϕTi,t )
)

AT =

N∑ Ti∑
i=1 t=1

(ϕi,t yTi,t ) (7)

and this equation can be easily solved by the built in solvers available in matlab. λ is a regularization term and is set to 0
in our analysis based on the results from the research paper by Chu. For the anomaly detection the empirical residual
covariance W is needed and is computed as
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W =
1

S − 1

(∑
i,t

(yi,t yTi,t ) − 2A
∑
i,t

(ϕi,t yTi,t ) + A
∑
i,t

(ϕi,tϕTi,t )AT

)
, S =

N∑
i=1

Ti (8)

A. Predictive power of the model
The fit that the model A provides for a chosen validation set can be computed in the following manner and is referred

to as the predictive power P of the model:

P = 1 −

∑
i,t

ri,t
2

∑
i,t

yi,t2 (9)

B. Anomaly detection
Two different types of anomaly detectors are defined and used throughout this analysis. First we look at anomalies at

each time instant, i.e. the norm of the residual at a given time instant. Secondly anomalies for each whole flight, i.e.
mean of the sample indicators will provide insight into whether or not a whole flight is abnormal in comparison to the
trained model.

Dsample,(i,t) = ‖W−
1
2 ri,t ‖2, D f light,(i) =

Ti∑
t=1

Dsample,(i,t)

Ti
, (10)

IV. Data
Icelandair provided access to three different types of data. First and foremost they provided access to a large dataset

of flight data containing 48 different variables collected during the flight. There were 4 samples collected for each
variable every second while some of the variables did seem to be only changing as if they were collected with 1Hz
frequency. Linear estimations were thus implemented for some variables but these estimations should not have any
major effect on the results.

Secondly they provided maintenance data for ATA chapter 27 on flight controls. This was considered the most
relevant maintenance data to be considered in the context of flight performance. This data includes maintenance on
elevators, ailerons, spoilers, rudders and flaps.

Lastly they provided cruise data information. This information included how the rudder and ailerons of the aircraft
are being trimmed and gives insight into whether or not the aircraft has any nose left or nose right tendencies on average.
The data showed a clear tendency of nose left behavior that often had to be compensated for with rudder trimming. This
data is collected by the pilot and it indicates how many units of trimming is needed. The unit being used is a kind of
measure of the force being exerted onto the control surface, i.e. at lowered speeds 1 unit may refer to a larger deflection
of a control surface than at cruise speed. The scale is from 0 to 6 and common values are between 0 - 2.

The CDI data available for the 14 month time period under investigation includes 475 samples which will be used to
identify a range where the average rudder trim needed is relatively low.
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Fig. 1 The shaded section indicates the best range based on the CDI data for training the model.
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V. Preprocessing and simulation procedure
One of the most computationally expensive part of the work is the preprocessing of the raw flight data. The flight

data consisted of roughly 1000 flight data files on .csv format. This data had to be imported into the matlab environment
before doing any work. This process took about 12 hours with a 16GB RAM computer and was the single most time
consuming part of the preprocessing. Once the data had been imported into the working environment data cleansing
had to be performed. This procedure removes all of the excess data that is not being used in the analysis. This includes
all the data recorded before the cruise section starts and after the descent starts.

Fig. 2 Graph showing how the data was selected.

From this cleansed data three different datasets were created. The first one included only 3 thousand lines of data
from the cruise section of each flight taken at the same flight level. The second one contained 10 thousand lines of
cruise data taken at the same altitude as the first one from each flight. These two dataset do not contain any step climbs.
The last dataset included all of the cruise data including all step climbs that may have taken place during the cruise.
These three datasets will be referred to as 3K, 10K and ALL data sets.

This preprocessing is only performed one time and the different datasets are saved on .mat format making it
accessible in the matlab working environment in only few seconds. At this point a couple of decisions must be taken
before moving on. First a regressor must be chosen for the analysis along with the input/output setup of the model being
used. The data format must also be chosen that is being used to train the model along with the period of flights being
used to train the model.

When these decisions have been taken the input and output data can be normalized. This is done by plotting the
maximum and minimum values of every parameter for each flight in the dataset and looking for upper and lower limits.
Clear trends were observed by using this method and the upper and lower limits for the normalization were based on
these plots. With the normalized data the regressors could be computed and finally model A and empirical covariance W
were obtained. The necessary parameters for describing the model could than be saved and used for multiple different
simulations.

The blue line describes the process from the start to the end of the training process with the model A and empirical
residual covariance matrix W being obtained. The red line shows the simulation part of the process with the model
parameters being used to simulate data from a validation set. The same regressor and model definition must be used
while the data format and range of data can vary.

Because of the large amount of engine and fuel data available in the dataset and a lack of some variables a couple of
different variations for the model inputs and outputs were tested. At first an attempt was made to make a similar model
as constructed in the research paper[2] but a lack of data forced estimations on the output variables making the results
unreliable. Another model created using some of the engine data available as an output for detecting anomalies was thus
created and it will be referred to in the paper as the basic model. This model will be for the bulk of the simulations and
finally there are were another 4 different models compared to the basic one. The only ones covered in this paper are the
left and right engine models, but an extended model variation and a reduced model variation gave similar results as the
basic model.
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Fig. 3 Flow chart of the process.

VI. Simulations for basic model
The basic model is obtained using the input and output parameters described in the appendix. All of the simulations

were performed using MATLAB R2017a.

A. Predictive power comparison
This part of the analysis investigates how different training approaches will effect the models ability to fit the data.

1. Simple regression vs. Quadratic regression
The first 500 flights were split into 5 sets of 100 flights and the predictive power of those models computed both

with a simple regressor and a quadratic regressor. The fit of different training sets are than compared and this analysis is
inspired by cross-validation[6] approach.

Table 1 Predictive power comparison between regressors when simulating last 500 flights.

Predictive Power P Simple regressor Quadratic regressor
Data format: 3K lines

Simulating last 500 flights
Training set 1 0.8774 0.8542
Training set 2 0.8855 0.8559
Training set 3 0.8837 0.8549
Training set 4 0.8768 0.8391
Training set 5 0.8853 0.8079
All 5 sets 0.8863 0.8903

The simple regression fit was overall very similar for the different training sets but note that the quadratic fit got
worse in some cases. This may be because of bad data in the training sets or insufficient amount of data compared to the
validation set.

2. Comparing choice of data format
By comparing the predictive fit for models produced with training sets that include different amounts of samples for

each flight the effects of the amount of data used on the predictive fit can be estimated. A model trained with data that
includes step climbs will do a worse job of modeling data at a fixed flight level. Similar analysis for validation data that
includes step climbs did not indicate any major improvements by a trained model with step climbs. However it did result
in a lowered fit by models trained without any step climbs which is what was expected.
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Table 2 Comparing predictive fit of models to a dataset without any step climbs.

Predictive Power P Simple regressor Quadratic regressor
Training set: First 500 flights Simulating: Last 500 - 10k flights
3K 0.9035 0.9089
10K 0.9059 0.9126
All data 0.8146 0.8903

B. Anomaly detection
In the following analysis the anomaly detectors are used to compare different approaches in the process of anomaly

detection.

1. Simple regression vs. Quadratic regression
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Fig. 4 Dsample for each flight in the validation set for a simple regressor and 3K data
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Fig. 5 Dsample for each flight in the validation set for a quadratic regressor and 3K data

The resulting Dsample for simple and quadratic regressors are almost identical with slight changes in spike magnitude.
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2. Comparing choice of data format
Simulations were performed with trained model based on different sizes of datasets from each flight. Since the above

simulations indicate that both the simple regression fits and the quadratic fit give similar results in anomaly detection
this comparison will use the simple regressor. For this analysis it is important to note that the training sets differ in sizes
but they are still taken over the same time period and the validation set needs to be the same for the comparison.

By using the first 500 flights as training data for each of the different sizes of datafiles the following results are
obtained:
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Fig. 6 Comparison of data format in training sets for 10k validation set - last 500 flights.

Both 3K and 10K training sets give so similar results that it is almost indistinguishable. However the training set
based on data that includes step climbs does differ somewhat from the other two cases. This must be due to the fact that
the model is not trained at a constant flight level thus increasing the error in the result. This also fits with the prior result
obtained for the predictive fit.
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3. Finding good training data
In an ideal situation the model would be constructed from multiple flight data files where there is very low turbulence

and high flight performance with all parts in ideal conditions. However when working with real flight data this becomes
a difficult challenge because there will always be some turbulence in the data. One of the possible ways to obtain good
training data is to use the CDI data as a reference to good training periods. By looking at the CDI rudder trim magnitude
over time a period could be chosen where a relatively low nose left tendencies were observed as indicated in figure 1.
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Fig. 7 First 500 flights simulated using 10k data validation files and 100 flight 10k training set.

This period correlated to a 100 flight period in the last 500 flights of the flight data files. When using these 100 files
to train the model results obtained that seemed to include a lot of noise. This can mean a couple of things. Either the set
of good flights is too small or there may be flights during the 100 flight period that have bad CDI values but were not
collected and recorded in the CDI data.

Now another attempt was made to exclude bad data from the training set by looking at the predictive fit of the
intended training set when being modeled with the other set.
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Fig. 8 Predictive fit of last 500 flights from 10k data files using first 500 - 10k files for training data.

On figure 8 the predictive fit for the last 500 flights can be seen from a model trained with the first 500 flights.
By iteratively removing the worst fitted flights from the training set based on this method the results in figure 9 were
obtained. Here a clear difference is observed in the anomaly detection between a 100 flight training set obtained from
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Fig. 9 First 500 - 10k validation set with 100 best fits from last 500 - 10k set.

the CDI training set and the 100 flights based on the predictive fit. This was to be expected since only flights which are
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known to bed modeled well by the first part is being used but the amount of noise removed is still interesting. Thus the
predictive fit may be well suited to reduce noise and retrieve a suboptimal solution based on the previous performance
of the aircraft.

4. How do the results fit with the maintenance data?
The maintenance that falls under the ATA-27 chapter and was performed in the time period under investigation has

been collected for comparison. Extensive maintenance stops (C-checks) are shown with the red dotted lines while less
extensive maintenance is indicated with the yellow dotted line. Checks on control surfaces that indicated satisfactory
conditions on parts during the period are not shown here and neither any other maintenance that is not part of ATA-27.
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Fig. 10 3k data simulated with 3k training sets for each part along with ATA-27 maintenance.

On figure 10 effects of the C-check, indicated with the red dotted line, are obvious and it clearly causes a shift in the
anomaly detection.

VII. Left engine model vs right engine model
It is also possible because of the available data to create models for each of the engines separately. This can be

useful in root cause analysis especially if anomalies are detected only by one of the model and not the other. That can
either indicate problems with one of the engines or possibly problems in a control surface on either side.
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Fig. 11 Left and right model comparison using 10k training/validation data.

It’s interesting to see how the mean offsets for the left engine model right after a maintenance stop while the right
engine model does not seem to be as effected by this particular maintenance stop. There is more variance in the results
for the left engine model while the results for the right engine model are more consistent. These results are also very
interesting when considering the actual maintenance performed during the C-check. The maintenance data has a record
of a dent being fixed on a leading-edge slat on the left wing during the C-check which is the most probable root cause
that may originate from ATA chapter 27.

VIII. Summary
The predictive power of models created with different sizes of training sets was computed and compared. The

simple regression analysis gave similar fit for the different training set sizes and the fit did increase with higher number
of flights in the training set. The fit obtained with the quadratic regressor also seems to get better for larger training sets.
These results indicate that a good training set will get even better when using a quadratic regressor with respect to the fit
while a bad training set will likely give a worse fit with the quadratic regressor. These results are good considering the
relative size of the smaller training sets to the validation set and these type of methods may become useful for detecting
noise in the dataset.

Secondly the different data formats were compared to see if it would effect the predictive fit at all. The three different
sized datasets were used to simulate the last 500 flight data files in the 10k data format. The 3k and 10k trained models
were giving better fit for the 10k validation set, while the model trained with all of the data gave about 9% worse fit for
the simple regression version and is most likely due to the step climbs being included. The quadratic fits were in all
three cases improved. The overall fit was still above 80% in all cases.

In the anomaly detection analysis the simple regression model was compared to the quadratic one. The results were
so similar that the simple regressor is the obvious practical choice between the two since the computation effort is so
much lower with increased model parameters when using the simple regressor.

Secondly the data format was compared. The results were identical when using models created with different
formats for fixed cruise altitude while the model created using training sets that included step climbs resulted in noisier
results while it was still able to identify the offset in the results after the maintenance stop. Therefore removing all step
climbs from training sets is recommended for any further analysis or possibly creating a separate models for any step
climbs during cruise.

When comparing the different noise reduction methods it became clear that the lack of CDI data made it difficult for
it to be used in a reliable way for identifying good training sets while the predictive fit could be used with some success
to lower the noise in the results. This was evident when the results were compared between the two 100 flight training
sets. This still is reliant on the quality of the whole dataset and thus it is important for any further analysis to look at a
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longer time periods with multiple maintenance checks.
The maintenance checks do fit well with the simulation results. The effects of a major maintenance checks are very

clear in the simulated results and the ATA-27 maintenance data suggest that it may be due to a dent being repaired on a
left wing leading edge slat. The impact of other smaller maintenance is not as easily observed by this model.

By defining additional models for both the left and right sided engines and going through similar training and
simulation procedure clear differences in the sides could be identified. Higher variance in the left sided results and clear
offset in the mean after the maintenance check may indicate the problem causing the high variance in the left sided
results is due to problems on the left side which does fit with the maintenance data. The right sided results do not seem
to be nearly as effected by the maintenance and the variance is much lower on the right side with few but very clear
anomalous spikes. This can also imply problems with the left engine.

IX. Conclusion
This work indicates that there are further opportunities in root cause analysis of faults by using this methodology for

model construction. The method is also suitable for upscaling of much larger datasets. It would be interesting to look
further into similar analysis for different aircraft over a longer period of time that include multiple C-checks. Comparing
other aircraft may also give a better idea whether a problem is connected to an engine or a control surface. By including
data on the control surfaces the analysis could be broadened and improved even further.
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Appendix
The following is a list of all the input and output variables that were used in the analysis. Some other parameters

were used for estimations for the yaw since the dataset did not contain the yaw. Similarly input variables 4-6 were
estimated with available data.

Table 3 Table for model parameters for the models used in the analysis

Input/output Parameter
x1 Roll
x2 Pitch
x3 Yaw
x4 Roll rate
x5 Pitch rate
x6 Yaw rate
x7 Dynamic pressure
x8 Mach
x9 Fuel amount
x10 Wind speed
x11 Wind direction
x12 Vertical velocity
x13 horizontal velocity
x14 AOA indicated

y1, yle f t,1 Left engine pressure ratio
y2, yright,1 Right engine pressure ratio
y3, yle f t,2 N1L
y4, yright,2 N1R
y5, yle f t,3 Left engine fuel flow
y6, yright,3 Right engine fuel flow
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